
More than ten years ago, Joanie Friedman and Theaster Gates convened a 
meeting with Patric McCoy, Sherry Williams, and Ollie Dantzler to help me 
research material for my 2008 class, “Chicago 1968.” This meeting launched 
me into work on Black Chicago in the 1960s and was the seed of many col-
laborations (individually and collectively) with Patric, Sherry, and Theaster 
in par tic u lar. The students in the class and  others that followed it nourished 
the research on this book; I hope they got as much out of my answers as I 
got out of their questions. Laura Gluckman’s work in the class, in par tic u lar, 
introduced me to the Conservative Vice Lords and the question of how to 
find out more about their art gallery.

I come to this proj ect as a white art historian trained as a specialist in Eu-
ro pean art but one who has studied and taught about activist art and Black 
art for the past twelve years. I happened to be at the right time to begin to 
do this research; the artwork itself urged my attention, the discipline had 
devoted hardly any to it, and, given that I had tenure, my  career was not 
at risk. Within a discipline shot through with white supremacism, to devote 
attention to Black artists in general and the Black Arts Movement in par-
tic u lar has been, for young scholars and Black scholars in par tic u lar, a real 
risk. I thus must acknowledge  others who have worked on this material be-
fore me— not only  those who have published books and articles that I have 
been able to study but also  those who have been turned aside from it by 
well- meaning advice or hostile rejection, or who have worked in the field of 
art education and other adjacent fields where publishing opportunities are 
not as profuse even as  those in art history. In this vein, I wish to highlight the 
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doctoral dissertations of Murry DePillars, Carline Evone Williams Strong, 
and John Towns.

As this proj ect developed, conversations with Ann Zelle, James Houli-
han, David Dawley, Bobby Gore, John Hagedorn, Heruanita McIlvaine, and 
 others  were crucial to my understanding of Art & Soul in par tic u lar. Ann 
and Heruanita in par tic u lar have been tremendously generous with their 
time and their personal collections of materials. I am humbled by the gen-
erosity of the countless artists and community members whose stories are 
chronicled in the pages that follow and who took time out of their own 
busy schedules to talk with me.

Many other interviews that form a major part of the material of this book 
 were conducted  under the aegis of Never The Same, an archiving and oral 
history proj ect I conducted with Daniel Tucker, which grew out of work on 
the publication area Chicago. I learned an enormous amount and assem-
bled a  great deal of research material from this pro cess. Kate Aguirre and 
Carolina Fernandez- Miranda provided masterful transcriptions of interviews.

In addition to students in my classes at UChicago and Northwestern, 
I tested out some of my ideas on students in the Sojourner Scholars pro-
gram (formerly Harlan Clemente), and learned a  great deal from them. I am 
grateful to Amy Thomas Elder for the opportunity and to Audrey Petty for 
keeping the ship afloat— and for providing a  great deal of inspiration. In the 
realm of inspiration, I also want to thank members of Feel Tank Chicago— 
Lauren Berlant, Romi Crawford, Mary Patten, and Matthias Regan— for pe-
riodic injections of intellectual energy, including a formative discussion of 
Blues  People.

Generous publication subventions  were provided by the Graham Foun-
dation for Advanced Studies in the Fine Arts and the Terra Foundation for 
American Art. The Terra Foundation, which initiated the Art Design Chi-
cago program of exhibitions and events for 2018, has supported my work 
in many diff er ent ways that manifest subtly in this book. I am also grateful 
to my institutions, including the University of Chicago, Williams College 
(where I was visiting faculty in 2013–14), and Northwestern University, for 
their generous support. I particularly want to thank Danielle Allen, who was 
Dean of the Humanities at the University of Chicago at the time I began 
this proj ect. In many ways it was inspired by the princi ples of the Civic 
Knowledge Proj ect she initiated.

Initial opportunities to publish and curate related material have come 
through Hannah Feldman, Stephanie Smith, Bill Michel, Naomi Beckwith 
and Dieter Roelstraete, Katherine Bussard, Alison Fisher and Greg Foster- 
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Rice, Mary Jane Jacob, Michael Christiano, and Abdul Alkalimat, Romi 
Crawford, and Daniel Schulman. Many portions of this book constituted 
revised versions of work initially published elsewhere. I wish to thank the 
editors and other collaborators for their many thoughtful contributions to 
them.  These publications include “Art & Soul: An Experimental Friendship 
between the Street and a Museum” published in Art Journal in autumn 
2011; “Dig the Diversity in Unity: AfriCOBRA’s Black  Family,” published in 
Afterall, autumn 2011; “Fireplug, Flower, Baboon: The Demo cratic  Thing 
in Late 1960s Chicago,” kritische berichte, autumn 2011; “Seizing the Camera: 
Chicago’s Arts of Protest in and around 1968,” in The City Lost and Found, 
ed. Katherine Bussard, Alison Fisher, and Greg Foster- Rice, exhibition cata-
logue (Prince ton University Art Museum, 2014); “The Positive Aesthetics of 
the Black Arts Movement,” The Freedom Princi ple, exhibition catalogue (Mu-
seum of Con temporary Art, Chicago, 2015); my contributions to The Wall 
of Re spect: Public Art and Black Liberation in 1960s Chicago, co- edited by 
Abdul Alkalimat and Romi Crawford (Northwestern University Press, 2017); 
and “Making Space, 1961–1976,” in Art in Chicago: From the Fire to Now, edited 
by Robert Cozzolino and Maggie Taft (University of Chicago Press, 2018)

Opportunities to pres ent material related to this proj ect have come from 
Marissa Baker, Elina Gertsman, Ken Nagelberg and Egon Cohen, Henry 
Luittikhuizen and Craig Hanson, Lisa Junkin Lopez, Frank Valadez and Lisa 
Oppenheim, Nick Bastis, and Georgia Wall. Among the many archivists and 
librarians who have facilitated this proj ect, I thank Ines Zalduendo at the 
Harvard Gradu ate School of Design’s Frances Loeb Library, Jay Satterfield at 
the Rauner Library at Dartmouth, Beverly Cook at the Vivian Harsh Collec-
tion at Car ter Woodson Library, Michael Featherstone, Lesley Martin, and 
other staff at the Chicago History Museum’s Research Center, as well as 
curator Joy Bivins for a last- minute “find,” Alison Hinderliter at the Newberry 
Library, Heidi Marshall at Columbia College, Erin Matson at the library of 
the Museum of Con temporary Art Chicago, and, at the Harold Washing-
ton Library’s Special Collections, Morag Walsh, Debra Orellana, and Glenn 
Humphries. For additional help obtaining reproduction permissions, I am 
grateful to many individuals, including Greg Foster- Rice, Eric Johanson, 
Olivia Polk, and Leah Wicks.

I have benefited greatly from generous colleagues at Northwestern, in-
cluding Huey Copeland, Christina Normore, Krista Thompson, E.  Patrick 
Johnson, Kathleen Berzock, and Matthew Taylor. Kelsey Rydland produced 
an excellent map for the book. I also greatly appreciate the varied collegial 
contributions of Margo Natalie Crawford, Margaret Davis,  Brother Mark 
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Elder, Darby En glish, Drea Howenstein, Jae Jarrell, Wadsworth Jarrell, Valerie 
Leonard, Solveig Nelson, Useni Eugene Perkins, Pemon Rami, Neil Roberts, 
Tony Smith, and Robert Stepto. David Lusenhop and Lavon Nicole Pettis 
have been especially impor tant facilitators of my research for many years 
and in varied, but always impor tant, ways. I am deeply grateful to them 
both. For their wonderful work with the photography collections of Georg 
Stahl, Mark Rogovin, Robert Sengstacke, and Ann Zelle, among  others, I 
thank Bridget Madden, Whitney Gaylord, Amanda Rybin, and their staff. 
Research assistants who have contributed to this proj ect have included 
Kate Aguirre, Chris Brancaccio, Chuck Lee, Young Joon Kwak, Rainbow 
Porthé, Anna- Claire Stinebring, and Nancy Thebaut. Jenn Sichel provided 
essential last- minute help. Gregory Vershbow provided expert technical as-
sistance on images. I am grateful to Rainbow Porthé and to Mike Phillips for 
their work on the index.

I am privileged and honored to have been able to work closely with the 
staff and board of the South Side Community Art Center. In connection with 
research and programs there that nourished this book, I wish to thank Ma-
rissa Baker, Natalie  Battles, Sammie Dortch, Skyla Hearn, Faheem Majeed, 
Charles Miles, Maséqua Myers, Clinton Nichols, Eric Nix, Arcilla Stahl, 
Heather Ireland Robinson, Douglas Williams, and numerous interns who 
have helped with the collections and archives  there: Naomi Etsehiywot, 
Lamar Gayles, Erin Glasco, Hanne Graversen, Jeanne Lieberman, Chloe 
Pelletier, Qiaira Riley, and KaSandra Skistad.

I am grateful to many, many  people at Duke University Press, in par tic u-
lar to Ken Wissoker for his unwavering commitment to this proj ect through 
thick and thin, and to Jade Brooks, Olivia Polk, Bonnie Perkel, and Susan 
Albury for shepherding the proj ect expertly and  handling my many odd 
questions and prob lems with grace. Amy Ruth Buchanan created an abso-
lutely stunning design. I am grateful to the anonymous reviewers for their 
many helpful suggestions and critiques.

My co- conspirator Michael W. Phillips Jr. has given unflagging support of 
many kinds to my work, even when it gets in the way, and I owe him a  great 
debt of gratitude. He and our son, Oliver, have brightened my life immeasur-
ably in the years I have been working on Art for  People’s Sake.

Past, present, and future: I dedicate this book doubly, to the memory of 
those who helped me make it who have since joined the ancestors (in par-
ticular, Barbara Jones-Hogu, Robert Abbott Sengstacke, and C. Siddha Web-
ber); and to Chicago’s students and teachers, their curiosity and imagination, 
and their struggles for equity and justice.


